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The proof of the theorem to follow depends on Sylow’s theorem and three 
other results about finite groups: 
(a) (Frobenius) If N,($)/C,(%) is a p-group for every p-subgroup $5 of 
0, then 8 has a normal p-complement. 
(b) (Fitting) If 6 is of order g and A is a right G-module such that the 
map a 4 ug (a E A) is an automorphism of A, then A = A, @ A, , where 
A, = Aa, A, = A(1 - u), u = u(B) = g-1 2 G 
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(c) (Schur) If the abelian group @I has a faithful irreducible representation 
over some field, then (r, is cyclic. 
The minimal number of generators of the group Q is denoted m(s). We 
define d(B) = max m(s) where ‘21 ranges over all the abelian subgroups of EJ 
and we let J(cli) be the subgroup generated by all the abelian subgroups ‘u of 
(5 which satisfy d(B) = m(a). Clearly, if J(S) c R c Q, then J(B) is a 
characteristic subgroup of R, J(B) char Ji. Z(G) denotes the center of 8 
and / 0, jr, is the order of a SD-subgroup of Q. 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime and let 6, be a S,-subgroup of Q. If 
C,(Z( 8,)) and N,( J(@ji,)) have normal p-compZements, so does 8. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 8 1, and assume by way of contra- 
diction that 8 has no normal p-complement. 
Let 2’ be the set of nonidentity p-subgroups sj of 8 such that N&.$) has 
no normal p-complement. By (a), X is nonempty. 
If .& si E A?‘, we write .$ < R if and only if one of the following holds: 
(9 I N&j) ID < I No@) IQ - 
(ii) I %A%) I), = I NdW Iy and I Jj I < I R I. 
(iii) $j = si. 
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In the following discussion, sj is a maximal element of ;// in the partial 
ordering <, and 92 = Nm($). 
Clearly, $ is not a SD-subgroup of 6, for otherwise, 31 c N,h(J($)), so 
that 91 has a normal p-complement. Let ‘@ be a SD-subgroup of 91. We assume 
without loss of generality that ‘q 2 Q, . 
\V’e apply- our induction hypothesis to W/,j. Masimality of $ under < 
guarantees that ‘31/S has a normal p-complement si/$. 
Since ‘Q is a S,-subgroup of Yi, it follows that Z(0,) 5 Z($p). Hence, 
C,t(Z( 9)) has a normal p-complement. We argue that NS1( J( vu)) has a normal 
p-complement. For otherwise, maximality of 9 forces \@ = (Li,, . By hypothe- 
sis, N,( J(Gi,)) has a normal p-complement. Thus, N,,(J($)) has a normal 
p-complement. 
If 91 C 6, we may apply our induction hypothesis to 9i and conclude that 
91 has a normal p-complement. Hence, ‘31 = 8, and for the same reason, we 
see that 
1 is the only normal p’-subgroup of 6. (1) 
Maximality of $ guarantees that 
5 is the largest normal p-subgroup of 6. (2) 
We argue that R/Q is a chief factor of 6. Suppose Qi;sj is a chief factor 
of 0 with Q C R. Then QED,, C 6, so that 26,, has a normal p-complement 3. 
But then D char 2, against (1). 
Let Jj, = Cfil)(R/Sj). Then 6, and si normalize 9, , so that sj, = sj by (2) 
that is, 
Clr&/S) = 5. (3) 
Let K = CR($), so that Kd 6. If K $ .$, then 51 = $K:, as A/$ is a chief 
factor. But K n B = Z(B) is a SD-subgroup of K, so by (a) 0 contains a normal 
p-complement which is thus normal in 6, against (1). Hence, (5 G .E,. As R 
contains all the $-elements of 8, it follows that C&(g) is a p-group, and so 
C~(4j) = Z(a), by (2). In particular, 
Z(%) s Z(5). (4) 
Let q be a prime divisor of / si : .$ / and let a/$ be a S,-subgroup of H/5. 
The number of conjugates of Q/Q in R/5 is prime to p, so O,/$j normalizes 
some A’,-subgroup of si/$, which we take to be a/$. Clearly, DB, has no 
normal p-complement, since C,(Q) = Z(s). Hence, LI = Ji, R/s is an ele- 
mentary q-group, and 6, is a maximal subgroup of 6. 
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Since N(s(J(6,)) has a normal p-complement, it follows that J(SD) $ $5. 
Let (1 := d(B,) and choose an abelian subgroup 21 of 6, which satisfies 
m(2l) 7 d and 91 Q $. Set 2X, = ‘II r\ sj. 
Let ‘I-;~ = $VI and apply (b) to the X-module R/g to obtain 
w-l = (Jii’lj) (1 - u), u = o(21). 
By (3), R, 3 ,j, so li, has no normal p-complement. Set 6, = R,‘$$ . Clearly, 
‘u c J(pO) and so N~fi,(J(~l-l,)) = ‘$(, has a normal p-complement. Since 
Z(G) CI Z(%) by (4), G&W,)) h as a normal p-complement. Hence, 
6, = 6 by minimality of (5. 
Since (5, = $91 is a maximal subgroup of 6, (c) and (3) imply that 91/2&i 
is cyclic. In particular, m(%,) > d ~ 1. 
Since 8, is a maximal subgroup of ti, it follows that C,(Z(S,)) = 6, . 
Let ‘!8 be the normal closure of Z(Ei,) in 6, so that 20 s Z(s) by (4). We 
view $B as a Hj.$module. Applying (b), we set ‘u3, = ‘u3( 1 - a), u = o(H/$). 
Since Ji does not centralize Z( @ix,), it follows that ?U, # 1. Let 
so that ‘zi = %(I - u). 
Let ‘?1,i -= % n ‘u, = % n \!I and let wz(%/%,) = 1. Since (91, , %) is 
abelian and % is elementary, it follows that m((%, , ‘13)) = m(?I,) -+ 7. 
Hence, I < 1 by definition of d(S,,). 
Choose A in ‘2t so that AX, is a generator for U/%, and choose G in R - 6. 
If m(S) > 3, then A and G -lAG centralize a common element I’ in % -. (1). 
But since n,lsj is a noncentral chief factor of 6, it follows that 
This violates % = %(I -. a). Hence, m(S) < 2 so m(S) = 2 and O/s is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of X(2, p) (SL rather than GL since O/$ is gene- 
rated by its p-elements). But it is clear that for odd p, no noncentral abelian 
p’-subgroup of SL(2, p) is normalized by a S,-subgroup of SL(2, p). The 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. Suppose p is an odd prime and Sn is a SD-subgroup of 6. 
If N,(g)/C,(g) is a p-group for eaery characteristic subgroup $I of 8, , then 
6 has a normal p-complement. 
Proof. If 5 char 8, and t/sj char C5,/& it is clear that Z char 6,. Thus, 
we may assume by induction on 1 Q / that if 1 C 5 char ED , then N,($)/$j 
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has a normal p-complement. Hence, (a) implies that Na($) has a normal 
p-complement for every nonidentity characteristic subgroup 5 of 8, .The 
result now follows from the preceding theorem. 
The main theorem of [I] is a special case of the corollary. 
‘l’he author wishes to thank the Sloan Foundation for its support. 
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